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Figure 1: Indoor, blue route

Figure 2: Outdoor route

Abstract

We present a novel video model capable of simulating human movement within
a given environment by assuming the parameters of a virtual avatar. Our model,
a diffusion transformer applied to the human motion domain, features two key
design choices: predicting the sample instead of noise in each diffusion step, and
ingesting entire videos to predict complete motion sequences. We focus on rock
climbing environments because they are controlled, single-agent, and static, yet
encompass many complex biomechanical interactions found in various real-world
scenarios. We aptly name our model SABR-CLIMB. Analogous to text-to-video
models [37, 39], we show that with sufficient data and computational power,
diffusion models [7, 8, 18] can implicitly model 3D relationships—in our case,
between human biomechanics and the 3D world, using 2D RGB videos as input.
The last decade of Machine Learning research has demonstrated that rich data,
simple learning algorithms, and powerful computational resources outperform
hand-engineered systems in computer vision, translation, and NLP [38]. We
apply this framework to a new problem, compiling a large-scale, proprietary
dataset of 22 million environment sequences and corresponding individual motion
tracks. We call this dataset NAV-22M. Our results indicate that training a virtual
avatar generation model on real-world environment videos, leveraging substantial
computational resources, and enhancing dataset size and quality are promising
strategies for developing general-purpose virtual avatars capable of navigating the
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world from a human perspective without any reward design or skill primitives. Our
full codebase and example videos can be found on our project page - https://virtual-
avatar-generation.github.io/.

1 Introduction

Human motion generation has numerous applications, from computer animation to robotics. However,
challenges in data acquisition and the complexity of modeling diverse motions have limited research
in this field. Most existing models in this field focus on the text-to-motion setting [1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11,
12, 42, 44, 45] while some explore the action-to-motion setting [3], beneficial for computer animation
but less so in other industries such as sports, biotech, healthcare, and robotics. In this paper, we
investigate the video-to-motion setting. To meet user experience constraints, we use in-the-wild
videos, typically recorded with modern phone cameras. Human motion generation faces the challenge
of many-to-many mapping, with virtually infinite ways to move. This complexity is amplified in the
video domain. Previous approaches using auto-encoders or VAEs [2] imply one-to-one mapping or
a normal latent distribution. Diffusion models [18, 54], however, are more suitable as they do not
assume a target distribution and excel in many-to-many distribution matching. U-Net [17] has been a
common backbone for diffusion models, but recent architectures like DiT [50] and U-ViT [51], which
adapt ViT [52] for diffusion models, show great performance in image generation. Attention-based
architectures [19], which capture long-range contextual relationships, also offer a promising approach
for videos. Extending DiT, we use a video transformer as the backbone, incorporating both spatial
and temporal blocks [49]. Our model processes entire environment videos (up to 45 seconds) to
generate complete motion sequences. We chose rock climbing to showcase our model’s capabilities
because of its static environment and solo nature, making evaluation clearer.

In both computer vision and natural language processing, large pre-trained models are increasingly
popular due to their broad downstream applications, which justify their scaling. Our video-to-motion
model is such a large pre-trained model which could potentially be useful not just in computer vision,
but also in robotics [71, 72, 73], computer graphics [74], biomechanics [75], and other fields where
simulations of virtual avatars are needed.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. We introduce a new type of foundation model, the virtual avatar generation model, designed
for the video-to-motion setting. Here, the input is videos of empty environments, and the
output is a sequence of suggested poses, representing the motion, within the video frame
space.

2. We propose a sequential pipeline architecture guided by the sequence of objects and materials
the user interacts with, demonstrating its effectiveness in the rock climbing environment as
a proof of concept. We aptly name our model SABR-CLIMB.

3. We qualitatively demonstrate the model’s effectiveness by showcasing multiple examples of
the AI avatar climbing various indoor and outdoor walls, captured in different videography
styles. We also quantitatively measure the model’s success via two errors: route trajectory
adherence and movement adherence. Our results establish SABR-CLIMB as the first ever,
state-of-the-art model for virtual avatar navigation in this domain.

2 Related Work

2.1 Human Motion Generation

Neural motion generation, learned from motion capture data, can be conditioned on various sig-
nals representing motion. Historically, these signals include text and motion segments. Some
models predict motion from initial poses [5, 14, 41, 59], while others [40, 67, 68, 69] focus on
in-betweening—filling in the middle sequence of poses given the start and end poses—using archi-
tectures like bi-directional GRU [43] and Transformer [19]. Additionally, some models [44] use
an auto-encoder to learn motion latent representation, enabling motion editing and control with
spatial constraints such as root trajectory and bone lengths. Motion control can also be guided by
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high-level cues from action classes [3, 45, 70], audio [46, 47], and natural language [9, 10]. Typically,
specialized approaches are developed to map each conditioning domain into motion.

Our work builds on these methods by leveraging the strengths of neural motion generation while
introducing a novel approach that integrates video-based conditioning. Similar to prior approaches,
our model utilizes a well-structured latent space for robust motion priors. However, we differ by
seamlessly integrating this latent space with our video encoder, allowing for direct conditioning on
video inputs, which is less common in traditional motion generation models.

2.2 Denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPMs)

Diffusion models are neural generative models based on the stochastic diffusion process from
thermodynamics. In these models, a sample from the data distribution is gradually noised through a
diffusion process, and a neural model learns the reverse process of denoising the sample. Sampling
from the learned data distribution involves denoising pure initial noise. While some diffusion models
have been used for motion generation, most previous examples utilize text or image inputs rather
than video.

In contrast, our work applies diffusion models to video-to-motion generation. We implement video-
to-motion diffusion by conditioning on the full set of a pre-trained, frozen video encoder’s patch
tokens for all input video frames. This approach allows us to leverage the rich temporal information
contained in videos, differentiating our method from traditional diffusion models that do not typically
integrate video data as a conditioning input. Additionally, we incorporate common techniques from
adjacent areas such as language modeling, like prompting, to guide motion generation. In our case,
the prepended "prompt" consists of context information about which objects users interact with which
ultimately will influence the manner of motion in the output video. By integrating these strategies, we
enhance the capability of the diffusion model to generate coherent and contextually accurate motion
sequences from video inputs.

3 Data Processing

We assemble our curated NAV-22M dataset from various public and private sources of climbing
videos. Below, we describe the main components of our comprehensive data pipeline, including data
sources, deduplication, sanitation, and the dual sub-pipeline system to prepare inputs for our core
model.

Figure 3: Overview of our data pipeline. Left: The data processing pipeline used to curate and
prepare the NAV-22M dataset for training the SABR-CLIMB model. Right: Enhanced view of the
the video processing pipeline.

3.1 Data Sources

A significant challenge is the limited availability of general video data, particularly for specific
sports like rock climbing. To address this, we curated an extensive collection of proprietary climbing
video data. Each video undergoes rigorous inspection and cleaning to remove motion and video
artifacts, ensuring high-quality content. As shown in Figure 3, our process involves deduplication
and sanitation phases. We then run a video processing pipeline and a slightly modified version of
the off-the-shelf 3D pose tracker, PHALP [20], over each video. Each video in our dataset averages
between 20 seconds to 1 minute, with accurate corresponding motion data. The motion data from
PHALP captures the correct techniques for climbing specific environments, broadly encompassing
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all modern climbing techniques. We downsample all videos to a fixed resolution of 368x640 at 24
FPS, allowing our model to learn standardized motion sequences over a consistent number of patch
tokens per video frame. This results in 22 million unique sequences for training our model.

3.2 Deduplication

We manually review each video in the curated dataset to remove duplicates, reducing redundancy and
increasing diversity among the videos.

3.3 Sanitation

Our sanitation step involves cropping each video to capture the full movement between the start and
end of a climb. We remove videos with artifacts (e.g., objects flying in front of the camera) or poor
videography (e.g., extreme swinging or zooming of the camera).

3.4 Video Processing Pipeline

• Environment Model: We track the main climber throughout the input video and apply
a modified, long-context version of an off-the-shelf video inpainting model, FGT [25] to
remove all climber-related artifacts (and any other people) across the full video.

• Context Model: We segment [29] and track the objects [30] the main climber interacts with
and prepend the unique frames of these segmented objects (signifying the "route" the person
climbs) to the original clean video frames.

3.5 3D Pose Tracker

We use a slightly modified version of PHALP, an off-the-shelf tracker that predicts 3D pose parameters
for each video frame. PHALP captures detailed 3D motion data, enabling us to accurately represent
climbing techniques. We remove video frames with missing tracks to ensure continuous motion
representation. This results in clean, high-quality videos with comprehensive motion data, suitable
for training our model.

4 Avatar Navigation

4.1 Preliminaries

Body Model. The SMPL [21] model is a low-dimensional parametric representation of the human
body. It generates a 3D mesh M ∈ R3×N with N = 6890 vertices based on input parameters for
pose θ ∈ R24×3×3 and shape β ∈ R10. Body joints X ∈ R3×k are computed as a linear combination
of the mesh vertices, expressed as X = MW , where W ∈ RN×k are fixed weights. Pose parameters
θ include body pose parameters θb ∈ R23×3×3 and global orientation θg ∈ R3×3.

Camera. We utilize a perspective camera model with fixed focal length and intrinsics K [21]. Each
camera π = (R, t) is characterized by a global orientation R ∈ R3×3 and translation t ∈ R. Given
these parameters, points in the SMPL space (such as joints X) are projected onto the image plane
as x = π(X) = Π(K(RX + t)), where Π represents perspective projection using camera intrinsics
K. Since the pose parameters θ already include global orientation, we typically assume R to be the
identity matrix.

SABR-CLIMB. The goal of the virtual avatar generation task is to learn a predictor f(V ) that, given
a video V , estimates the 3D pose and shape of the person (avatar) in each frame. Following typical
parametric approaches for human mesh recovery [76, 77], we model f to predict Θt = [θt, βt, πt, bt]
for each video frame t. Here, θt and βt are the SMPL pose and shape parameters, and πt is the camera
translation. Unlike standard human mesh recovery models, which estimate the 3D information of a
human in an image, we also include the bounding box bt = [xt, yt, wt, ht]. This allows us to predict
where the 3D human should be in each frame, rather than where it is. Our diffusion model processes a
video sequence of up to 45 seconds (∼1100 video frames), predicting a sequence of these parameters.
The parameters θt and βt are used to create the 3D avatar mesh for each frame. The bounding box
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bt and 3D camera translation πt are combined to estimate the perspective camera translation via
our weak perspective camera model, which is then used to visualize the 3D avatar mesh onto the
respective video frame.

4.2 Model Architecture

Figure 4: Overview of the SABR-Climb-600M model.

The training of SABR-CLIMB, our state-of-the-art virtual avatar generation foundation model,
emphasizes integrating coarse and fine video details with human motion. To effectively process video
data and create simulated videos, it is essential to analyze each frame and manage extended video
lengths. As shown in Figure 4, SABR-CLIMB is an end-to-end diffusion model that is designed
to take in environment videos and context frames for suggested motion, encode the full video with
context, and predict the final motion sequence. This final motion sequence is then visualized across
the input video frames.

Video Encoder. We utilize the state-of-the-art DINOv2 [24] large model with registers [23] as a
frozen backbone for its exceptional embeddings. Registers are used because they lead to smoother
feature maps and attention maps, enhancing downstream visual processing. Since DINOv2 has a
patch size of 14, we downsample each frame further to 280x490 resolution to preserve the aspect ratio
of the input video while also accommodating the patch size and maintaining computational efficiency.
DINOv2 then processes each frame of the combined context and clean environment video frames into
patch tokens, which are then fed as conditioning into the diffusion model. DINOv2 embeddings have
proven to significantly encapsulate fine-grained details, coarse-grained details, and relevant depth
information.

Figure 5: The modified Diffusion Transformer (DiT) architecture. Embedded video frames are
taken in as conditioning via cross attention while the input motion latent vectors are fed through
spatio-temporal DiT blocks.

Diffusion Model. Our core model is a modified DiT, aka diffusion transformer, that employs both
zero-initialized adaptive layer normalization (adaLN-Zero) [50, 53] and cross attention. It takes the
full sequence of patch tokens from the cleaned video frames, with context frames, as conditioning,
and uses in-context learning [57, 58] to generate complete sequences of human motion vectors. When
visualized, these vectors depict an AI avatar climbing the specified route with proper technique. The
model incorporates efficient attention mechanisms, notably FlashAttention [55, 56], to handle long
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video contexts effectively. Our transformer backbone comprises two distinct types of blocks: spatial
transformer blocks and temporal transformer blocks. The spatial blocks capture information among
tokens at the same temporal index, while the temporal blocks capture information across different
time points in an interleaved fusion manner.

5 Training Setup

This section describes the training setup for our model.

5.1 Training

We initialize the final linear layer of our video conditional latent DiT model with zeros and otherwise
use standard weight initialization techniques from ViT. We train our model with AdamW [80, 81].
We use a constant learning rate of 1 × 10−4, no weight decay and a global batch size of 16 for
1500 epochs. We do no data augmentation. We did not find learning rate warmup nor regularization
necessary to train our DiT, even for our new use case, to good performance. Even without these
techniques, training was stable across our model config and we did not observe any severe loss spikes
commonly seen when training transformers. Following common practice in the generative modeling
literature, we maintain an exponential moving average (EMA) of DiT weights over training with a
decay of 0.9999. All results reported use the EMA model. Our training hyperparameters are almost
entirely retained from ADM [78]. We did not tune learning rates, decay/warm-up schedules, Adam
β1/β2 or weight decays.

5.2 Diffusion

Diffusion is modeled as a Markov noising process, {xt
1:N}Tt=0, where (x0

1:N ) is drawn from the data
distribution and

q(xt
1:N | xt−1

1:N ) = N (
√
αtx

t−1
1:N , (1− αt)I),

where αt ∈ (0, 1) are constant hyperparameters. When αt is small enough, we can approximate
xT
1:N ∼ N (0, I). From here on, we use xT to denote the full sequence at noising step t.

Instead of predicting t [7], we predict the signal itself [79], i.e., (x̂0 = G(xt, t, c)), with the simple
objective [7],

Lsimple = Ex0∼q(x0|c),t∼[1,T ]

[
∥x0 −G(xt, t, c)∥22

]
.

Furthermore, since our model performs cross-attention on patch tokens from DINOv2, it operates to
an extent in DINOv2’s Z-space. We retain diffusion hyperparameters from ADM [78]; specifically,
we use a tmax = 1000 linear variance schedule ranging from 1 × 10−4 to 2 × 10−2, ADM’s
parameterization of the covariance Σθ, and their method for embedding input timesteps.

5.3 Loss

We train our model using a mean squared error (MSE) loss between the sequences of ground
truth vectors and predicted vectors. Each vector consists of the parameters (Θt = [θt, βt, πt, bt]),
where θt and βt are the SMPL pose and shape parameters, πt is the camera translation, and (bt =
[xt, yt, wt, ht]) represents the bounding box.

5.4 Compute

We implement our ∼600M parameter diffusion transformer model in PyTorch and train it in mixed
precision with PyTorch Distributed Data Parallel (DDP) on a single node of NVIDIA 8xA100 SXM
(80GB) GPUs with a global batch size of 16.

6 Evaluation

We find that our architecture lays promising groundwork for world navigator models, which climbing
walls provide an effective testbed for as they encompass various real-world challenges such as twists,
turns, and complex biomechanical interactions. As expected, SABR-CLIMB generalizes well on
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climbing videos with excellent lighting, clean environment frames, and clear segmentation of the route
with no awkward videography. With sufficient data and compute, the model effectively determines
the scale and movement of the virtual avatar and identifies the appropriate climbing route. However,
from a user experience perspective, the model currently provides general beta suggestions only for
videos with optimal settings. It struggles with arbitrary video settings, which limits its consumer use
case for now. We evaluate our model on a test dataset of 10 videos, each selected based on optimal
input conditions for generalization. We upsample all output videos to 1440x2504 resolution for
detailed qualitative analysis. Quantitatively, we measure route trajectory adherence—how well the
AI avatar follows the correct route—and movement adherence—how accurately the AI avatar can
climb the specified route.

6.1 Evaluation Protocol

We compare the avatar’s full movement predictions with the user’s original motion, using empty
environment frames as input and 250 DDPM sampling steps. For videos showcasing different
climbing methods on the same route, we feed in the first video and sample the diffusion model for a
set period of time to check if the proposed motion includes movements present in the other videos.
To visualize, we use the mean values of the virtual avatar’s shape instead of the predicted ones. We
ensure that the input videos are of high clarity and stable videography, avoiding random camera
swings, to provide a clean environment for the model’s predictions.

To quantitatively evaluate the model’s performance, we calculate two types of errors: movement
adherence and route trajectory adherence. Movement adherence is measured using the mean square
error loss between the ground truth motion tracks and the model’s predicted motion. Route trajectory
adherence is evaluated by counting the number of holds in the correct route and how many of these
holds the AI avatar touches.

6.2 Qualitative Evaluation

We present qualitative examples around spatial, temporal, and depth understanding between the AI
avatar and the climbing route video frames below.

Figure 6: The AI avatar re-positions itself across two "slopers" on a black bouldering route.

Spatial Understanding. In Figure 6, we present qualitative results of SABR-CLIMB on a clear
input video of a black bouldering route. These results indicate SABR-CLIMB’s promising capability
to understand the relationship between various holds and human motion.

Figure 7: The AI avatar does a "dyno" on a black bouldering route.

Temporal Understanding. In Figure 7, we provide an example of SABR-CLIMB’s understanding
of human motion, specifically the velocity of limb movements. This demonstrates the model’s ability
to generate realistic motion sequences over time. Since the diffusion process is on entire motion
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sequences with conditioning on entire videos, SABR-CLIMB can learn the correlations between
different types of movements. For example, it understands that performing a "dyno" (aka dynamic
move) in the above setting involves generating momentum with the legs at the start.

Figure 8: The AI avatar climbs a green route inside of a bouldering cave.

Depth Understanding. In Figure 8, we showcase SABR-CLIMB’s understanding of depth in a
cave-like setting. The model accurately scales the virtual avatars to match the environment’s depth,
indicating effective depth perception.

Figure 9: The AI avatar climbs a blue route on an indoor bouldering wall.

Context Understanding. In Figure 9, we show that strict annotation of the route provides enough
contextual information for SABR-CLIMB to determine the correct climbing route.

6.3 Quantitative Evaluation

Figure 10: Trajectory adherence based on number of correctly annotated objects in the context
frames. We show that the number of correctly annotated objects is a significant driver for accurate
route following.
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Trajectory Adherence. Figure 10 presents a visual comparison of the trajectory adherence of
our avatar generation model based on the number of annotated objects in the correct route within
the context frames. Our experiments reveal that the primary factor influencing trajectory adherence
is the quantity of annotated objects rather than the strict number of context video frames. Some
videos require more context frames to adequately cover the full route due to movement within the
frames. Our findings indicate that even with only 20% of the context frames annotated, our model
demonstrates substantial route-following capability, making it suitable for motion completion. For
instance, when a user inputs a failed video, the avatar can accurately determine the correct route.

Figure 11: Movement adherence based on mean square error loss between predictions and
ground truth motion. We demonstrate that our model achieves a low validation loss. Given that
the predictions encompass full video sequences, including pose, body shape, camera, and bounding
boxes, this low loss indicates highly accurate movements throughout the entire video.

Movement Adherence. Figure 11 presents a table showing the mean square error loss between
the predicted video motion vectors and the ground truth. We find that a lower overall loss directly
correlates with better movement adherence. Our motion vectors, which primarily consist of pose,
body shape, and camera parameters, together form the body mesh model, indicating that accurate
predictions in these areas lead to improved overall movement fidelity.

6.4 Scaling Studies

Figure 12: Scaling studies. We find that our approach scales with the number of environment
sequences in the training dataset (left) and larger models (right).

Training Data. We study the scaling of our model’s performance for 10 epochs by increasing
the size of the training dataset for our base 600M parameter model. We find that training on more
environment sequences reduces movement adherence error, which is a positive signal for increased
performance when training on larger datasets.

Model Size. We compare models with varying numbers of parameters for 10 epochs on our full
NAV-22M dataset by adjusting the embedding dimension (384, 768, 1024), the number of attention
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heads (6, 12, 16), and the number of transformer blocks (12, 12, 24) respectively. We observe
that movement adherence error decreases monotonically with increasing model size. For the 1024
embedding size, we use the large version of our video frame encoder DINOv2, while for the 768
and 384 embedding dimensions, we use the medium and small versions, respectively. This variation
affects model quality due to the differing quality of input patch tokens. Our final model configuration,
featuring a 1024 embedding dimension, 16 attention heads, and 24 transformer blocks, demonstrates
the best performance.

6.5 Limitations

While our model shows promising results, there are still some limitations. The 3D pose tracker
(PHALP) we utilized was not always perfect, resulting in inherently flawed ground truth data.
Additionally, the video inpainting model occasionally produced artifacts that occluded key holds
on the climbing wall. Training video models, especially the diffusion model that conditioned on
all patch tokens from all frames, was challenging due to the computational intensity and slow
preprocessing of entire videos compared to text or images, limiting our training duration. Collecting
the dataset was similarly difficult, as running both the 3D pose tracker and the video inpainting model
was computationally demanding. Consequently, our current model iteration struggles in imperfect
environments and does not generalize well to unseen types of climbing walls. We provide qualitative
examples of these limitations below. Future improvements could address these issues by enhancing
the data processing pipeline to expedite data collection and improving video processing infrastructure
to increase training iterations per second. Additionally, refining the model architecture by tokenizing
motion to some extent, as discussed in the conclusion section, could further mitigate these challenges.

Figure 13: The AI avatar struggles to position itself across an unseen type of MoonBoard.

Out of distribution avatar shape and scale. SABR-CLIMB struggles with videos that fall outside
its training distribution or videos with unnatural routes (Fig. 13), resulting in avatars with incorrect
scales and shapes. This can significantly affect the accuracy of the predicted movements and overall
usability in diverse climbing scenarios.

Figure 14: The AI avatar struggles to grip the proper holds and move with the proper speed on a
speed climbing route.

Fine-grained spatial understanding. The model sometimes fails to accurately recognize and
interact with small holds and volumes (Fig. 14). In cases where rocks are too small or in configurations
that the model has not frequently encountered, SABR-CLIMB may miss them entirely or fail to
generate appropriate movements, leading to unrealistic or unsafe motion predictions.
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Figure 15: The AI avatar struggles to move in an arched route.

Arbitrary videography. The best outputs from SABR-CLIMB occur with input videos where the
environment and context are crystal clear. Unfortunately, most in-the-wild videos are very noisy,
with inconsistent videography that includes twists and turns (Fig. 15), making motion prediction
challenging. Downsampling the resolution to handle these inconsistencies negatively affects spatial
capabilities in some videos.

Video duration. SABR-CLIMB can generate simulations up to 45 seconds. However, some climbs
may exceed this duration, causing the model to lose important context needed for predicting accurate
future movements. This limitation restricts the model’s applicability to longer or more complex
climbing routes.

6.6 Impact of Architecture

Initially, we tried using a transformer decoder with geometric losses. However, even small changes
in pose parameters resulted in unnatural movements, indicating difficulties in tokenizing human
motion. Additionally, the loss landscape was fraught with local minima, complicating the training
process. We also conducted experiments with classifier-free guidance but observed no tangible
improvement in the model outputs. We did not experiment with different backbones as we wanted to
optimize for efficiency and scalability, which the transformer is best for. Ultimately, diffusion models
outperformed other architectures due to their ability to effectively model the input data distribution
and handle the many-to-many problem inherent in human motion prediction.

6.7 Impact of Video Encoder

We compared DINOv2 and CLIP [36], finding that DINOv2 provided more consistent embeddings.
The large model of DINOv2 was best-suited for our use case because it captured the fine-grained
details of holds and wall types the most effectively while still being computationally efficient enough
for our model to process with the compute we had.

6.8 Impact of Video Resolution and FPS

Higher resolution yields better results but is much more computationally intensive. Our environment
model is an encoder-decoder transformer model with a specific stride, requiring the width and height of
each video frame to be divisible by 4. Most rock climbing videos have a 16:9 aspect ratio, so we aimed
for a downsampled resolution that fits the stride of our inpainting model, maintains computational
efficiency, and preserves the original aspect ratio as closely as possible. We experimented with
a resolution of 480x864, but found that the video processing pipeline remained too slow, taking
multiple hours per video.We opted for 368x640 for efficiency. For FPS, we tested 30, 24, 20, and 10.
We chose 24 FPS as it balanced fast 3D pose tracking and maintainable motion quality. Higher FPS
improved smoothness but was computationally intensive, while lower FPS resulted in choppy motion.

6.9 Impact of Video Preprocessing Pipeline

For 3D pose tracking, we used PHALP, the state of the art. We tested various other video inpainting
methods [26, 27, 28] but found that FGT performed best due to its minimal artifacts in slow-moving
climbing videos. Other models introduced significant artifacts. We modified FGT to handle arbitrary
video lengths without artifacts, enhancing its suitability for our dataset and use case.
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7 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a deep neural architecture that learns human biomechanics to navigate
2D RGB videos in the rock climbing domain. Even with limited data, our model exhibits instances of
spatial, temporal, and motion reasoning - critical for applications in world navigation. As with any
generative modeling method, the quality of the model is directly tied to the scale and quality of the
training data and the duration of the training. Current SMPL body models are fairly constraining,
focusing primarily on shape and size of the body only. Our goal is to simulate entire human models
by including granular movements of the hand [60] and feet as well as capturing a broader range of
human biomechanics and even broader human behavior. We are also exploring alternative methods
for motion control [62, 63] and advancements in post-training processes, different pipelines, and
end-to-end fusion models [35]. Improving vector quantized variational autoencoders, VQ-VAEs [2]
and other forms of encoders, will enable better scene and motion tokenization [64, 65, 66], allowing
us to purely use autoregressive models such as transformers, which have seen significant research
advancements in efficiency and scalability in adjacent domains [61]. While diffusion models can
model input data distributions better than other models, they are challenging and expensive to train
and can be unreliable. By enhancing VQ-VAE capabilities, we can leverage the extensive research on
autoregressive models to improve efficiency and reliability. Overall, future work will focus on scaling
up data and computational resources, refining the model architecture, and exploring new methods to
enhance the realism and applicability of the virtual avatar generation model.

Our work here is a plausible direction for general purpose robotics because robots can use virtual
avatars to learn directly from 2D input videos and extrapolate sensorimotor trajectories in 3D. By
converting reference kinematic motion in 2D videos from a virtual avatar generation model into
physically executable actions, robots can acquire complex skills and movements beyond simple tasks
like cooking or picking up objects. This capability extends to more intricate settings such as playing
sports and collaborating with humans in rehabilitation therapy and healthcare.
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